Few studies comparing music and language processing have adequately controlled for low-level acoustical differences, making it unclear whether differences in music and language processing arise from domain-specific knowledge, acoustic characteristics, or both. We controlled acoustic characteristics by using the speech-to-song illusion, which often results in a perceptual transformation to song after several repetitions of an utterance. Participants performed a same-different pitch discrimination task for the initial repetition (heard as speech) and the final repetition (heard as song). Better detection was observed for pitch changes that violated rather than conformed to Western musical scale structure, but only when utterances transformed to song, indicating that music-specific pitch representations were activated and influenced perception. This shows that music-specific processes can be activated when an utterance is heard as song, suggesting that the high-level status of a stimulus as either language or music can be behaviorally dissociated from low-level acoustic factors.
Introduction
Music and language are rich and dynamic sound structures, intimately tied to human communication. These similarities have led to considerable speculation and debate over whether human listeners process musical and linguistic sounds using shared or distinct mechanisms. Central to this controversy are questions about the extent to which speech or music is ''special'' (Peretz & Hyde, 2003; Pinker & Jackendoff, 2005) , what these unique capacities tell us about human nature and origins (Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002) , and whether transfer of skill can be observed between musical and linguistic abilities (Patel, 2011) . Since the 1950s, theorists have speculated that dedicated modules in the brain evolved through natural selection to detect and process music and language (Chomsky, 1959; Cosmides & Tooby, 1994; Fodor, 1983) . Indeed, many studies are consistent with modular accounts, which predict that the status of the stimulus as either music or language drives the recruitment of encapsulated, domain-specific mechanisms. Musical and linguistic stimuli, such as chords and syllables, elicit distinct patterns of activation in the brain that tend to be right-lateralized for music and left-lateralized for language (e.g., Zatorre, Evans, Meyer, & Gjedde, 1992) . Evidence for double dissociations of music and language processing comes from adults with congenital amusia, who have impaired pitch processing but perceive language normally (Peretz et al., 2002) and those with aphasia due to stroke, who have impaired language production but can nevertheless sing lyrics (see Merrett, Peretz, & Wilson, 2014) .
By contrast, there is growing evidence for overlap of music and language processing, implicating domain-general mechanisms (Newport, 2011) . For example, syntactic violations in language can interfere with syntactic processing of music and vice versa (Fedorenko, Patel, Casasanto, Winawer, & Gibson, 2009 ). Likewise, syntactic violations in both music and language have been shown to elicit the same patterns of activation in the brain (Levitin & Menon, 2003; Patel, Gibson, Ratner, Besson, & Holcombe, 1998) , although this could result from task-related similarities that place demands on working memory and/or executive function (Rogalsky, Rong, Saberi, & Hickok, 2011) . Claims of a pure double dissociation of music and language processing are also undermined by evidence that adults with congenital amusia have impaired processing of emotional speech prosody (Thompson, Marin, & Stewart, 2012) .
Even if music-and language-specific processes are observed among adults, this does not mean that such processes are innately domain-specific. Specialization could result from developmental processes and interaction with language and music throughout childhood (Karmiloff-Smith, 2009 
